**Mummies in the Morning**

**Vocabulary**
**Chapters 1 - 2**

Match each vocabulary word from the story to the correct definition on the right. Write the letter on the line.

1. mysterious  
2. slink  
3. mirage  
4. vanished  
5. perched  
6. sarcophagus  
7. sleek

1. a. smooth, glossy  
2. c. to move smoothly and quietly  
3. e. often happens in the desert; to look like something is there but it isn't  
4. d. a stone coffin that usually has a sculpture or inscription on it  
5. f. strange or unknown, difficult to understand  
6. g. disappeared suddenly
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Match each vocabulary word from the story to the correct definition on the right. Write the letter on the line.

1. mysterious
   a. smooth, glossy
2. slink
   b. rested in an elevated position
3. mirage
   c. to move smoothly and quietly
4. vanished
   d. a stone coffin that usually has a sculpture or inscription on it
5. perched
   e. often happens in the desert; to look like something is there but it isn’t
6. sleek
   f. strange or unknown, difficult to understand
7. sarcophagus
   g. disappeared suddenly
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